ABSTRACT Early diagnosis significantly improves the survival rate in lung carcinoma patients. This study attempts to construct a predictive network between the computational features and semantic features of pulmonary nodules using online feature selection and causal structure learning. In this paper, we exploit the causal discovery based on the streaming feature algorithm and causal discovery with symmetrical uncertainty based on the streaming feature algorithm. Different from the traditional learning methods that usually obtain all computational features in advance and then select the optimal subset of features from the computational features, the proposed approach integrates online streaming feature selection with causal structure learning. The critical challenges in this integration include: 1) the dynamic selection of computational features and 2) how to evaluate the feature subsets and implement causal structure learning. In addition, considering that building a causal structure network is a time-consuming process, we improve the process by using support vector machines based on the streaming feature algorithm. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithms improve on other traditional feature selection algorithms and ensemble learning algorithm without feature selection with regard to learning accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is one of the deadliest cancers in both developing and developed countries. It affects a wide range of the population, especially those with unhealthy habits. The semantic features of lung nodules in CT images provide the foundation for the early diagnosis and monitoring of the disease [1] - [2] . For instance, as illustrated in the diagnostic guidelines from several medical associations, high-level texture features, such as the nodule solidity and the semantic morphology feature of speculation, are crucial for the differentiation of pulmonary nodules. The nodule solidity is also an important cue for the diagnosis of adenocarcinomas and other subtypes. Other semantic features, such as the calcification pattern,
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roundness, and margin clearness, are also helpful for nodule malignancy evaluation [3] .
The main difficulty associated with the identification and diagnosis of lung cancer is the lack of a clear medical diagnosis in the semantic features of pulmonary nodules [4] - [7] . As a consequence, it is easy for individuals to overlook the occurrence of lung cancer and allow it to develop into a malignant tumor. Though cancer is among the most general and most deadly diseases, it can be effectively controlled through early diagnosis based on semantic features [8] - [12] . Therefore, investigating the semantic features of pulmonary nodules is an important task for the diagnosis and treatment of patients.
A variety of feature selection algorithms have been developed and proven to be effective in improving the prediction accuracy for classification. The traditional feature selection methods assume that all features are precomputed and presented to a learner before feature selection takes place. This assumption, however, is often violated in many realworld applications where not all features can be presented in advance [15] - [17] . Due to the limitations of memory, the traditional feature selection methods may incur a high memory cost in practical applications. Therefore, Wu et al. [14] defined the concept of streaming feature to model high dimensionality and a dynamic feature space without knowing the whole feature space before the learning starts. With streaming feature, the features flow in one by one, and each feature is processed online upon its arrival while the number of instances is fixed. Based on streaming features, Wu et al. [15] proposed a novel online fast streaming feature selection method to select strongly relevant and nonredundant features on the fly and improve feature selection performance.
For the early diagnosis of lung cancer, in this paper, we use several types of features at the same time. Since the different types of computational features may contain complementary information, better classification performance could be achieved through selecting discriminative features from various features paces. For the computational feature extractor, there are three main types of features for lung computed tomography (CT) image classification. The first one is the geometric features, such as geometric shape features and size features. The second type of features are textural features, such as Haralick features and Gabor features. The third type of feature is the intensity. Among the three types of features, the geometric features are mainly used on lesions having fixed geometrical properties. The other two types of features, especially the textural features, are used more often [2] .
After extracting the computational features, for the causal discovery based on the streaming feature (CD-SF) algorithm and causal discovery with symmetrical uncertainty based on the streaming feature (CD-SU-SF) algorithm, we first apply an online fast streaming feature selection algorithm [15] to select strongly relevant and nonredundant features on the fly, derived from the description of the shape, size and intensity, as well as textural image features that are significant to semantic ratings. Second, the CD-SF and CD-SU-SF algorithms adopt a constrained greedy search to obtain the final causal structure network when no new features are available [24] - [26] . Finally, we use the maximum likelihood method to learn the conditional probability of the network structure and apply the junction tree algorithm to predict the semantic feature ratings. Additionally, considering that class time problems are common in Bayesian network [19] reasoning, we proposed an effective support vector machines based on the streaming feature (SVM-SF) algorithm to train the classification model. Using the online streaming feature algorithm, we first obtain the candidate neighbor nodes of each feature and then use the SVM to predict the semantic ratings.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous related research work and methods. The experimental dataset and computational features, causal discovery based on streaming features algorithm, causal discovery with symmetrical uncertainty based on streaming features algorithm and support vector machines based on streaming features algorithm are illustrated in Section 3. In the experimental result and analysis section, we detail the selection of computational features and the setting of corresponding parameters and describe an experiment to demonstrate their effectiveness for semantic rating prediction in comparison with the ensemble learning (EL) algorithm [2] without feature selection. In addition, the existing feature selection algorithms are compared: L2,1-norm regularized discriminative feature selection for unsupervised learning algorithm (UDFS) [31] , feature selection and kernel learning for local learning -based clustering algorithm (LLCFS) [29] , Laplacian score for feature selection algorithm (LASSO) [30] , and dependence guided unsupervised feature selection algorithm(GUFS) [28] .
II. RELATED WORK
Many previous studies focused on the direct differentiation of nodule malignancies and benignancies. Traditional research typically uses all computational features to predict semantic characteristics; however, not every computational feature is effective for semantic features, and some computational features are redundant for semantic features, which affects the accuracy of the experimental classification. However, some methods of feature selection are applied in the field of medical image classification [8] , and feature selection can reduce the dimensionality of the data by selecting a subset of the original feature set. Feature selection eliminates features that are redundant or irrelevant, thus increasing the accuracy of the estimator [9] , [32] .
Feature selection methods can be divided into filter, wrapper and embedded methods [4] - [7] . Filter methods rank features based on essential properties of the data, regardless of the classifier used, and features are selected based on their rank. Filter methods are fast and can be scaled for large datasets. However, with filter methods, the optimal feature selection may not be independent of the inductive and representational biases of the learning algorithm used to construct the classifier [9] . Da Silva et al. [10] proposed two filter-based feature selection algorithms for medical image classification: silhouette-based greedy search and silhouettebased genetic algorithm (GA) search, in which the simplified silhouette statistic is calculated and used to evaluate the features. Wrapper methods can achieve high performance using the induction algorithm, but they are difficult to scale to large datasets because of the expensive computational overhead. Additionally, each candidate feature subset must be evaluated by executing a given learning algorithm on the dataset [9] . Zhu et al. [11] employed the GA search algorithm and the misclassification rate of the classifier to select multiple groups of feature subsets with various numbers of features and tested them on their ability to distinguish benign solitary pulmonary nodules from malignant ones. Embedded methods integrate feature selection into the process of classifier training [12] . Maggio et al. [13] evaluated the performance of increasingly large feature subsets using an embedded method.
Feature selection is an important technique in data mining to remove noise and irrelevant or redundant data. The reduced data set improves the accuracy compared with the original data set. Feature selection is applied as a preprocessing step for data mining algorithms, as it shows which features are important for the prediction and how these features are related. It is often used to find the smallest subset of features that maximally increases the performance of the feature space with the concept of streaming features. Feature selection algorithms from streaming features have been proposed such as OSFS [15] and SAOLA [16] . Moreover, the group-SAOLA [17] algorithm for online group feature selection has been proposed, and another open-source library model [18] . With the dynamic change and the rapid growth of data, the method based on the static feature space is clearly becoming unadaptable and infeasible in space and time. Therefore, we have studied the key theories and techniques in dynamical feature space and modeled the dynamics of the called LOFS has been applied to our algorithms. In this paper, we proposed three frameworks for the semantic rating prediction of pulmonary nodules based on a streaming feature selection algorithm.
III. DATASET AND PROPOSED APPROACHES
The Lung Image Database Consortium (downloadable through the National Cancer Institute's Imaging Archive web site, http://ncia.nci.nih.gov/) is from an existing publicly available reference database and contains 1018 cases, each of which include images from a clinical thoracic CT scan and an XML file that records the segmentation contour of suspected lung nodules and radiologists' annotation information about the semantic ratings by a panel of four thoracic radiologists [9] . We assembled 2,636 nodules with a diameter greater than 3 millimeters and selected the slice with the largest area of the pulmonary nodule. According to the radiologist-annotated outline coordinate information, we used the largest contour of each nodule as the extent of the nodule's bounding box segmented by multiple computerderived weak segmentations [4] .
For each CT scan, four radiologists provided a graphical outline and ratings for nine semantic ratings ( Figure 1 ) [13] . The nine semantic features are subtlety, sphericity, margin, lobulation, spiculation, texture, calcification, internal structure and malignancy. Because the categories of calcification and internal structure have extreme uniformity among their values, they provide little information to the system, so these two categories were removed, leaving only the remaining seven categories [4] . Subtlety is the ease in detecting the nodule due to the lack in contrast with background. Sphericity describes the roundness of the nodule's shape. Margin is how clearly edges of the nodule are defined. The lobulation category describes the lack of lobe shapes in the nodule. The spiculation describes the degree that the interior of the nodule is solid. Malignancy is the likelihood that the appearance of the nodule indicates a malignant nodule.
For each of the seven categories, the radiologists supplied integer value ratings ranging from 1 to 5 to indicate likelihoods (Table 1 ). Figure 2 shows CT images with different ratings of semantic features. For the specific definitions of each category's ratings, refer to [2] and [12] . For example, the texture characteristic provides meaningful information regarding nodule appearance (''Non-Solid'', ''Part Solid/(Mixed)'', ''Solid'') while malignancy characteristic captures the likelihood of malignancy (''Highly Unlikely'', ''Moderately Unlikely'', ''Indeterminate'', ''Moderately Suspicious'', ''Highly Suspicious'') as perceived by the LIDC radiologists.
The nodule outlines and the seven of the nodule characteristics were used extensively throughout this study. Note that the LIDC did not impose a forced consensus; All of the lesions indicated by the radiologists at the conclusion of the unblinded reading sessions were recorded and are available to users of the database. Accordingly, each lesion in the database considered to be a nodule >3 mm could have been marked as such by only a single radiologist, by two radiologists, by three radiologists, or by all four LIDC radiologists ( Figure 1 ). Four any given nodule, the number of distinct outlines and the number of sets of nodule characteristic ratings provides in the XML files would then be equal to the number of radiologists who identified the nodule. Although each nodule is present in a sequence of slices, in this paper we are considering only the slice in which the nodule has the largest area along with at least one image instance corresponding to this slice.
A. SEGMENTATION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
We selected 2636 slices of the largest nodule from CT scans as the ground truth and obtained an ROI by creating a bounding box on the basis of the radiologists' outline. While bounding boxes were formed from the radiologists' outlines, they could also be created from a simple indication of the center and extent. We used Otsu's method on the ROI to generate five zones by four thresholds, starting with the nodule's innermost zone and ending with outermost nonbackground zone. Owing to the constraint nature of the Otsu method, any voids were filled using morphological reconstruction methods to obtain the contour of pulmonary nodules, including erosion, dilation and region growing methods, and all disjoint regions from the largest region were removed. Each nodule is depicted by a vector of image features (see Table 2 for complete list of features) and both the radiologists' segmentation and the Otsu segmentation.
For a detailed description of the shape, size, intensity, and Gabor image features, refer to [4] . In this paper, we took the average feature value that was extracted from four weak segmentations as the feature space [3] , [4] . In addition, to solve the variation among the number of labels, we calculated average semantic ratings given the panel as label for the ground truth. The flowchart of the proposed methods is illustrated in Figure III , we filter the calculated features through online streaming feature selection algorithm and then classify them with different algorithm.
For each of the seven categories, the radiologists supplied integer value ratings ranging 1 to 5 indicating the likelihood or the strength of the manifestation of that characteristic. Since the same pulmonary nodule is diagnosed by 1 to 4 radiologists, different radiologists have different diagnostic results. To eliminate the variation among the number of labels by the panel, the ratings from all radiologists that supplied ratings for a nodule were averaged into a single value.
In this paper, we used binary classification and multiclassification data set. For binary classification dataset, we divided the seven semantic label levels into normal semantic features and pathological semantic features. We classify labels below semantic level 2 as normal semantic features labels and labels above semantic rating 2 as pathological semantic features.
Considering the high cure rate in the early stage of lung cancer, we discretized the radiologist's semantic label to 1 to 3. We discretize the data by adding and subtracting the mean and standard deviation. The mean minus the standard deviation gives the value γ , and the mean plus standard deviation obtains η. Level 1 (semantic label< γ ) represents the normal semantic feature label, level 2 (γ ≤ semantic label < n) represents the semantic label of malignant nodules in the early stage and level 3 (n ≤ semantic label) represents the semantic label of malignant nodules in the late stage.
B. CD_SF ALGORITHM
Causal discovery has practical applications in many fields, including medicine, biology, and economics. The purpose of causal discovery is to explore the causal relationships among features. The causal Bayesian network proposed by Pearl [19] is one of the most commonly used causal models. The implementation of the causal structure learning algorithm can be effective in the static feature space, as it is usually assumed that all features can be obtained in advance. This assumption, however, is often violated in real-world applications, where features are generated dynamically over time and the full feature space is unknown in advance. Based on this situation and development demand, we have begun to study a causal discovery algorithm based on the dynamic feature space [25] . In this section, we present our framework to predict the semantic ratings of lung nodules by CD_SF (Figure 4 . CD_SF algorithm).
We used Dep(X i , X j |S) and Ind(X i , X j |S) to denote the conditional dependence and independence tests to identify irrelevant and redundant features, respectively. The G 2 test is used in this stage [19] . Here,ρ is the p value returned by the G 2 test; a significance level of α is the probability of rejecting a conditional independency hypothesis. We first provide the following definitions and theorem as the basis of our algorithm [15] , [25] .
Theorem1 [27] : In a faithful Bayesian network, an edge exists between the pair of nodes X ∈ V and Y ∈ V iff ∀ S ⊆ V\{X , Y }, s.t. Dep(X,Y|S).
Theorem 1 shows that in a faithful Bayesian network, there is a symmetrical relationship between parent nodes and child nodes. Therefore, adding relevant features and removing redundant features are symmetrical operations.
Definition 1 [15] : Dep(X i , X j |S): X i and X j are conditionally dependent given S. This function holds if and only if ρ ≤ α.
Definition 2 [15] : Ind(X i , X j |S): X i and X j are conditionally independent given S. This function holds if and only if ρ > α.
Our algorithm is divided into three stages. The first stage is used to implement network structure learning [20] - [25] . The independence test is performed in first stage for each new feature to obtain possible candidate neighbors, which are called Temporary Candidate Neighbors (TCNs). The first stage is detailed in the following three steps, and the mathematical notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 3 . Step 1: For new featureX j , TCN is initially empty. For each existing feature X i , we calculate Dep(X i , X j |S) to obtain TCN. This is an unconditional independence test (the conditional subset S is an empty set). If X j ∪ TCN, then for each feature X k ∈TCN, barringX j , we use Ind (X j , X k |S) to determine if an independent relationship exists betweenX k and X j . The feature X k that has an acceptable value of G 2 as a dependence feature is selected to be added into the candidate neighbors (CNs) for X j . Symmetrically, new feature X j is also added into the CNs for X k .
Step 2: While constructing the candidate neighbors of new feature X k , the symmetry of addition must be recognized. The CNs of X k may include feature X s , which exists as a redundant relationship. We use Definition 2 to determine if a redundancy relationship exists between feature X k and feature X s ∈ CN{k}\X j . After completing the above steps, we update the CNs of the features. Because addition and deletion are symmetric, if the number of CN of X j is greater than one, we need to perform a redundancy analysis between X h ∈ CN{j} and X j .
Step 3: When no new feature has arrived, we obtain the candidate neighbors for each feature with a dependent relationship. Based on local learning, CNs can be considered the skeleton of the Bayesian Network (BN), and a greedy hill-climbing search (constrained to consider adding only edges discovered in a previous skeleton to orient the edges to improve the time efficiency) can be performed. In our algorithm, we use the Minimum Description Length (MDL) [19] as a scoring function to help find the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with a minimum score [19] , [24] . Since the full figure is large, Figure 5 shows the partial DAG of the CD_SF algorithm. In Figure 5 , nodes 1 to 65 are computational features, and nodes 66 to 72 are semantic features to be predicted. We can see from this figure that node 2 is independent and has no connection to other nodes.
The second stage is parametric learning. We use the maximum likelihood method [19] to study the Conditional Probability Table ( CPT) of Bayesian networks.
In the third stage, we use the junction tree algorithm [23] to predict the semantic ratings of the semantic feature variables.
The time complexity of CD_SF depends on a conditional independence test. A new feature X needs two independence tests to identify redundant features. The time complexity of the first independence test is O(|TCN|K |CN | ), where |TCN| is the number of possible candidate neighbor features of X, |CN| represents the number of candidate neighbors of each feature in |TCN|, and K is the maximum number of features contained in the condition subset. The second stage performs a redundancy analysis on the candidate neighbors that added new feature X, and its time complexity is O (|TCN1||CN1|K |CN 1| ) , where |TCN1|is the number of features with candidate neighbors added to new feature X and |CN1| denotes the number of candidate neighbors of each feature in |TCN1|. Therefore, the total time complexity is O(R|TCN|K |CN | + |TCN1||CN1|K |CN 1| ). In the worst case, the complexity is O(R|TCN||CN1|K |CN | ), where R is the number of dependent relationship features that have arrived thus far.
C. CD_SU_SF ALGORITHM
Considering the poor time performance of the CD_SF algorithm, we propose using the CD_SU_SF algorithm ( Figure 6 ). In CD_SU_SF, for each feature generated, we compute mutual information and filter features using a set mutual information threshold to obtain possible CNs and then optimize the exponential-level computational complexity to the linear level [26] . Here, γ is the mutual information threshold, which can be determined by users.
First, we will provide the following definitions as the basis of our algorithm. The aim of the mutual information method [26] is to describe the dependency relationships among features from the perspective of the information theory concept of entropy, which is a measure of a random variable X denoted as H(X); the conditional entropy of X given Y is denoted as H(X|Y). The mutual information [8] between X and Y is defined as follows:
Symmetrical uncertainty can be considered standardized mutual information and defined as follows [26] : According to the previous definitions and theorem, we now provide a detailed statement for the proposed CD_SU_SF algorithm. As shown in Figure 3 , when new feature X j arrives, our algorithm follows three stages. The first stage is detailed in the following three steps.
Step 1. For a new feature X j , the initialization candidate neighbor set is empty. For each existing feature X i , we first calculate whether SU(X i , X j ) > γ (0 ≤ γ ), where γ is the user-defined mutual information threshold. As TCNs for X j , we select features with an SU value of X j larger than γ . These features are also called dependent relationship nodes, but it must be confirmed whether they are real-dependent nodes or pseudodependent nodes. Next, we use a binary insertion sort algorithm to rank TCN in descending order. The feature X m with the maximum SU value is first selected as a real-dependent feature to be added into the CNs for X j . Similarly, new feature X j is added into the CNs for X m . Then, feature X m is used to identify pseudodependent features in the TCN using Definition 2. For each feature X K ∈ Temp Sort, because SU(X m , X j )≥SU(X K , X j ) > γ is obvious. If SU(X K , X m ) ≥ SU(X K , X j ) holds, then there is a pseudodependent relationship between X K and X j . Thus, X K is removed. Similarly, a different feature X m with the maximum SU value is selected. The preceding process is repeated until no relevant feature remains to be selected.
Step 2. While constructing the candidate neighbors for the new X j , the symmetry of addition must be recognized. Thus, the CNs of X m may include some features with a pseudodependent relationship. We use Definition2 to determine if a feature has a pseudodependent relationship with X m based on X j . After completing the above steps, we update the CNs for the features. Step 3. When no new feature has arrived, we use the CNs as features with a real-dependent relationship. Then, we build the DAG with a minimum MDL cost.
The following stages are consistent with CD-SF algorithm.
For CD_SU_SF, the pseudodependent calculation is based on mutual information. For new feature X, two phases determine a pseudodependent relationship, and the total time complexity is O(R|TCN | 2 + |CN X ||CN|) (see [26] for details), where |CN X | is the number of features with CNs added to new feature X and, because of symmetry, the number of features within the CNs for X. In the worst case, when CN X contains all the features in the TCN, the complexity is O(R|TCN|(|TCN| + |CN|)).
Obviously, CD_SU_SF significantly reduces the number of conditional independence calculations by using feature evaluation as an alternative to subset evaluation.
D. SVM_SF ALGORITHM
SVM is a supervised decision model associated with other learning algorithms to perform machine learning tasks and other statistical operations. It is widely used to analyze data, especially in the field of image processing, and works as a classifier model or as a regression model to give information meaning by analyzing input data. In the SVM model, every class is isolated using optimal hyperplanes by applying training algorithms that minimize the distance between one class and another class.
To verify the effectiveness of the streaming feature selection algorithm, we combined the streaming feature selection algorithm and the SVM algorithm to predict the semantic characteristic level of lung nodules, or SVM_SF for short. The pseudocode of the SVM_SF algorithm is shown in Figure 7 , where Ind (C, X|S) denotes a conditional independence test between a feature X and the class attribute C VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. The SVM-SF algorithm.
given a subset S, Dep(C,X|S) represents the conditional dependence test, and BCF stands for the set of best candidate features so far. SVM_SF employs a two-phase optimal subset discovery scheme: online relevance analysis (from steps 7-10) and online redundancy analysis (from steps [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . In the relevance analysis phase, SVM_SF discovers strongly and weakly relevant features and adds them into the CN. To improve the selection efficiency, the process of handling redundant features can be divided into two steps: The first part (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ) is a redundancy analysis that aims to remove a new relevant but redundant feature X from inclusion in the CN. If X is successfully removed, SVM_SF directly deals with the next incoming feature. Otherwise, if X is not eliminated in the first part, the second part (lines [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] is triggered, which adds the new feature X into the CN, validates each originally existing feature in the CN, and checks whether any of these features has become redundant after the inclusion of new feature X into the CN. The tests can be implemented using the G 2 test. Through the online streaming feature algorithm, we obtain CNs of semantic features and then use SVM for training and testing to obtain the final results.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In our experiment, to sufficiently evaluate our proposed algorithms, we compare the CD-SU-SF algorithm, CD-SF algorithm and SVM-SF algorithm by applying among algorithms to a dynamic feature space where features flow in individually. In addition, the existing feature selection algorithms are compared: UDFS [31] , LLCFS [29] , LASSO [30] , and GUFS [28] algorithm, and the ensemble learning algorithm is applied to static feature space where all features are used without feature selection. The Ensemble Learning (EL) algorithm including a decision tree classifier, a neural network classifier, and a bagged tree classifier . The values predicted to each nodule by the three classifiers were then used as input for the stacked generalizer. The staked generalizer used multiple linear regression to combine the predictions from each of the three classifiers into a single numerical prediction for each nodule. Stacked generalization is a multi-level ensemble learning method that uses the predictions made by a collection of base level classifiers as input features and generates predictions with higher accuracy than any of the individual classifiers. Predictions were generated via classification for 2,636 nodules using 10-fold cross-validation, testing is performed and results are evaluated using performance measures described in following section. The results are displayed in the Tables 5 and 6 respectively. Experiments were conducted using MATLAB.
All our experiments were conducted on a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200 CPU@ 2.50 GHz and 4 GB RAM running a Windows 10 operating system.
A. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
We use classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity to measure the performance of the algorithms in the binary classification data set. Sensitivity and specificity are defined with the help of the confusion matrix given as Table 4 below. Sensitivity, the measure of accuracy of predicating the cases is given as:
And specificity, the measure of accuracy of predicting false cases is given as:
TP: True Positive(A positive case is predicted correctly); TN: True Negative(A negative case is predicted correctly); FP: False Positive(A negative case is predicted as positive for abnormality) FN: False Negative(A positive case is predicted as negative for abnormality) As for multi-classification data set, We used the accuracy, running time and the number of selected features to measure the performance of our proposed algorithms.
B. PARAMETER DISCUSSION 1) ONLINE STREAMING FEATURE SELECTION
We use mutual information test and G 2 test for online streaming feature selection. Because of the impact the threshold, before performing the empirical study of effectiveness, we first evaluate the performance in our algorithm with different sample size(100,500, 1000, 5000, 10000), thresholds (0.005, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.5) and networks (insurance, alarm, barely, carpo,alarm10, hailfinder10, gene are shown in the TABLE 5 below) to choose a relatively optimal threshold for every network. G 2 test threshold and mutual information threshold achieved the beat performance and has fewer structural errors on almost all of the networks when the threshold is 0.05. Thus, in the following empirical study, we set the threshold to 0.05 in correlation test of online streaming feature selection section to remove redundant features.
2) HYPERPARAMETERS OF SVM
In this paper, SVM classifier based on Gaussian radial basis function adopts grid search to find the optimal parameter combination. For all grid points in the whole plane, we select the grid points (bestc, bestg) with the highest test accuracy as the final parameter combination. The search range of parameter C is from 2 −5 to 2 5 and the step size is an exponential difference of 0.5 and the optimal parameter combination(0.35,0.70). The other parameters use default parameters.
3) T-TEST OF ENSEMBLE LEARNING ALGORITHM
Ensemble learning algorithm includes a decision tree classifier, a neural network classifier, and a bagged tree classifier . The values predicted to each nodule by the three classifiers were then used as input for the stacked generalizer. The staked generalizer used multiple linear regression (MLR) to combine the predictions from each of the three classifiers into a single numerical prediction for each nodule. The stacked generalization is multi-level ensemble learning method that uses the predictions made by a collection of base level classifiers as input features and generates predictions with higher accuracy than any of the individual classifiers. The t-test is the test of each regression coefficient. a t-test confirmed with a threshold of p = 0.01 that the ensemble learning performed better. Table 6 and Table 7 displays the classification performances of the semantic characteristics for our algorithms. For CD-SU-SF algorithm, we obtain candidate neighbors with symmetrical uncertainty to avoid subset searches to execute the conditional independence test, which significantly reduces the time complexity. In fact, the process of streaming feature selection does not consume much algorithm time, but CD-SF and CD_SU-SF consume a lot of time in the network structure learning. In view of the above problems, SVM-SF is proposed. As can be seen from Table 6 , the running time of SVM_SF is much better than that of CD-SF or CD-SU-SF. At the same time, we also compare the following five algorithms, namely SVM-UDFS, SVM-LLCFS, SVM-LASS0, SVM-DGUFS and EL algorithms, with the CD-SF, CD-SU-SF, SVM-SF algorithms we proposed. In particular, the EL algorithm is an ensemble learning algorithm without feature selection. The running times of our algorithms are on the order of seconds.
From Table 6 , we observe that the accuracy improved considerably due to streaming feature selection. CD-SF performed an average of 16.86% better than EL over the seven semantic categories; this improvement ranged from 7.28% to 23.35%. Although CD-SU-SF is slightly inferior to CD-SF, its performance is more time efficient. In addition, the accuracy of CD-SU_SF is superior to that of EL. According to Table 6 , the classification accuracy of CD-SU-SF for semantic features is higher than that of EL, with the lowest difference 7.71% and the highest 23.45%. Therefore, the performance of CD-SU-SF is far better than that of EL. In terms of feature subset size, the feature subset size selected by our proposed is the smallest, and the average accuracy of our algorithm is the best. In the binary medical diagnosis, sensitivity refers to the probability of correctly predicting semantic features and specificity represents the probability of correctly determining that semantic feature level is normal. In fact, the time cost of establishing the causal network model is much higher than that of the streaming feature selection process. Therefore, we propose the SVM-SF algorithm. As seen from Table 6 , the SVM_SF classification accuracy is 6.19% and 5.33% less than that of CD-SF and CD-SU-SF on subtlety , the average accuracy of SVM-SF is 78.42%, and the time cost is the least of all algorithms. The average accuracy of SVM-UDFS, SVM-LLCFS, SVM-LASSO and SVM-DGUFS is 73.91%,73.49%,73.96% and 75.56% respectively, among which the best is SVM-DGUFS. However, the average accuracy of SVM-DGUFS is 3.22% lower than of SVM-SF. In addition, the average accuracy of SVM-DGUFS is 0.96% and 1.97% lower than that of CD-SU-SF and CD-SF, respectively.
We can also see the superiority of our algorithm from Table 7 , that reported the average results and their sensitive, specificity and accuracy. We can observe that it can improve the accuracy to 76.68% from 86.31% on subtlety. And the best sensitive and specificity was found up to 100% for prediction of the texture. In addition, the average semantic features accuracy of SVM-SF algorithm is 88.28%, and this algorithm is 9.47% more accurate than EL algorithm. The average accuracy of SVM-UDFS, SVM-LLCFS,SVM-LASSO and SVM-DGUFS is 87.62%, 82.89%, 87.83% and 83.44% respectively, among which the best is SVM-DGUFS. Among the traditional feature selection algorithm, SVM-LASSO algorithm had the highest average accuracy, while SVM_SF algorithm was 1.09% higher than SVM-LASSO.
Experimental results showed that the semantic rating prediction of pulmonary nodules based on streaming feature selection algorithms can be used to improve the classification results. In summary, we first proposed CD-SF with the G-square test as a conditional independence test. The algorithm differs from traditional causal structure learning (where all features must be loaded in advance when the algorithm runs). In CD-SF, we exclude irrelevant features using conditional independence testing and create a small subset space for subsequent conditional independence testing. In CD-SU-SF, we calculate the mutual information and set the threshold to obtain the candidate neighbor nodes. During the conditional dependence testing, CD-SF must test each subset of the possible candidate neighbor nodes, while CD-SU-SF must only calculate the mutual information for every possible candidate neighbor node. Therefore, CD-SU-SF takes much less time to learn the causal network model, and the exponential computational complexity is optimized to a linear level. Considering that the causal network model takes a lot of time, we propose the SVM_SF algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented three algorithms for the semantic rating prediction of pulmonary nodules based on streaming feature selection and successfully applied them to the field of medicine, our results show that using discreted data ranged from 1 to 3 based on weak segmentation. The CD-SF algorithm could correctly predict an average of 6.08% better than the ensemble learning algorithm without feature selection over the seven semantic categories. This improvement ranged from 7.28% to 23.35%. The average accuracy of CD-SU-SF algorithm was 1.15% lower than that of CD-SF algorithm over the seven semantic features, but the time performance of CD-SU-SF algorithm was nearby 10 times faster than that of CD-SF algorithm. Since the time cost of evaluating the quality of the CD-SF algorithm is mainly attributed to causal structure learning, we proposed the SVM_SF algorithm to improve the speed of the evaluation process. The SVM-SF algorithm performed an average of 1.11% better than the CD-SF algorithm and the time efficiency of the SVM-SF algorithm was better than CD-SF algorithm and CD-SU-SF algorithm. Among the traditional feature selection algorithm, SVM-UDFS algorithm had the highest average accuracy, while SVM_SF algorithm was 3.5% higher than SVM-UDFS.
In terms of future work, we plan to work along the following lines. First, although we tested the effectiveness of the proposed approach only on lung nodules, it is a general framework that can be applied to other situations. Thus, one of the future works will involve applying the proposed approach to predict other cancer diseases (e.g., liver cancer and breast cancer) as well as to analyze other types of clinical data. Second, the classification method selection greatly influences the finally obtained prediction performance. We then plan to explore other strategies to construct the causal structure and compare it with the proposed one in this study. Finally, we needed to work on a discrete dataset because of the independence test. To overcome this issue, we will study an independence test method based on continuous datasets. How to effectively deal with the data type problem also remains another challenging topic in worth studying for future research. 
